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1. The Theory of Graphemics.

1.1. Graphetics~ Graphemics~ Orthography.

The study of graphemics, if not the term, is well rooted in the As

syriological tradition. Its principles and presuppositions, how

ever, are not usually ro.ade explicit and its application is somewhat

on an ad hoc basis rather than systematic. The recognition of dis

crete values, and the consistency of the notation, goes back to the

early days of the discipline, and it has remained with us ever since:

this has facilitated both the practical task of the publication of

cuneifonn texts and, to some extent, our understanding of the cunei.

form wri tine system. The recent discovery of a new adaptation of

this system, na~ely the corpus of tablets found at Ebla, provides a

welcome opportunity for assessing the theoretical and pr~ctical

framing within which we operate - and it is to this topic that the

present paper is dedicated.

The ending "-erne", with its derivatives "-ernie" and "-emics" - as in

"grapheme", "graphemics" - has come to be used in linguistics with

a very specific meaning: it refers to an entity which (a) is con

ceived as a part of a self-contained whole, or a component member of a well

defined set, and which (b) is tested by reference to a full par~

llel, closed system. A phoneme, for example, is a sound charged with

special contrastive value wi thin the framework of a given set of
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sounds which alone are used to carry meaning. Vllhile phonemics deals

then with a closed system of sound contrasts defined in terms of a

parallel system of meanings, phonetics deals with sound contrast as

an open ended system. Phonemically, the contrast between the sounds

[i] and [lJ (as in English "sheep" and "ship") j s relati~e to whether

or not it can be defined dist~ibutionally as cooccu~~ing in two p~

~aUel~ closed systems - so that, in point of fact, this contrast

is phonemic in English, while it is not, let us say, in Italian.

Phonetically, on the other hand, the contrast between the two sounds

is .absolute and thus it obtains in Italian as well, even if there a

phonemic contrast of the sort is missing.

The same distinction may be applied to wri tinp. On the one hand,

corresponding to phonetics, we have the study of individual signs

in their graphic appearance - in the case of cuneiform, these are

wedges which may be long or short, vertical or horizontal, single

or in cluster, deep or shallow, etc. The question then arises as

to how we must proceed in order to show the presence or absence of

graphemic contrast. The nature of the concept implies, as we have

just seen, the definition of a self-contained system distributio~

ally correlated to another such system. Accordinply, a GRAPHB1IC

SYSTEM may be defined as one which includes aU co~~elationsbetween

signs and the phonemic system. In turn, a GRAPH91E is the minimal

cont~astive unit within such a graphemic system. In the cuneiform"

system, for example, the difference in length among wedges, while

real in terms of a graphic or physical contrast, will not be found

to correlate normally with any phonemic alternation. On the other

hand, the difference between a vertical and a horizontal orientation,

besides being real in terms of a graphic or physical contrast, is

also found to correlate distributiona lly with a phonemic alternation.

For instance, the different orientation of the two signs r and ~

while real in terms of graphic or physical contrast, will not be

found to correlate with any phonemic al temation, that is to say,

every time r occurs, the sign in which it occurs has the same phon~

mic value as I, and viceversa: the value /dis/, for instance, may

be represented praphically as ~itherr or;>, and /ma/ as either ~
or~. On the other hand, the different orientation of the two signs

rand t>-- , besides being real in terms of graphic or physical con
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trast, is also found to correlate with a precise and specific ph~

nemic alternation. That is to say, every time r occurs, it has a

different value from r ,and viceversa: the value /dis/ is re

presented by r and not by ~ ,the value /as/ is represented by

p-- and not by r: It was by defining such covariations that sign

lists have traditionally been established. Thus it can be said that

cuneiform writing, as an open~ gY'aphic system, includes all possible

combinations of wedge-like signs, e.g. doodling and decorative pa!

terns as well as graphemes; cuneiform writing as a cZosecl~ graphe'!!.

ie system, on the other hand, includes only those combinations of

wedge-like signs which exhibit a covariation with phonemic values.

Next to the term graphpT!le, defined above, we will use the term GRAPH

to refer to any combination of wedges or other signs impressed on

clay, whether or not they correspond to a grapheme. Thus a graph

may include a single wedge or cluster of wedges which correspond to

a grapheme; it may include graphic marks such as punctuation (e.g.

the colon or "G10ssenkeil"); it may include a straight line used to

divide lines or cases, whether impressed with the stylus or with a

string; it may include doodling and decorative patterns in cuneiform

shape, and so on. The study of graphs in their physical appearance

may be called GRAPHETICS, after the pattern of the word "phonetics".

This, in turn, may be divided into graphics and pa1aeography. In

GRAPHICS, the graphs are sorted according to :formal characteristics,

such as the ductus or the concern for elegance ("calligraphy). In

PALAEOGRAPHY, on the other hand, graphs are sorted according to

chronological criteria.

The standardized graph which has graphemic value is generally known

in Assyriology as a SIGN. Note that sign and grapheme are analogous

but by no means identical concepts: "sign" refers to the physical

configuration of a graph which has graphemic value, whereas "graPh

erne" refers specifically to the minimal unit which brackets the

phonemic and the graphic regis ters. Thus "grapheme" is more compr~

hensive in its import than "sign".

Graphs belonging to the same grapheme will be called ALLOGRAPHS.

Allographs may be free variants (e.g.~ and ~Pt ocZuring in

the same text for MD, see 1H.75.G.1452 v. 3:4 and v. 4:1, in SEb
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3 [1980J, fig. 9b), or else they may be combinatorial variants, if

they occur in canplementary di stribution (e. g. ~ for KI when o~

curring isolated, in contrast with 'fr also for KI when occurring

at the end of a case, see P. Fronzarol i: SEb 3 1980, p. 36). A

special type of combinatory allography obtains with HOM)PHONES:

these are different signs with identical phonological values, such

as <f KI and ~ KI 2' Here then we have one grapheme, but

two signs.

Next to graphetics and graphemics, there is ORTHOGRAPHY, which may

be defined as a stylistic choice of graphemes at the lexical level.

While graphemics deals with the correspondence between the graphic

and the phonemic level, orthography deals wi th the correspondence

between the grapho-phonemic, or graphemic, and the lexical level.

Orthography choices are operative at various levels. (1) The co~

ditioning factor for a graphemic choice may be the SPECIFIC MEANING

of a given lexical item: thus, out of many ways in which the phone~

ic string /babiUm/ may be written, it will appear regularly as

KA.DINGIR.RA
KI in the meaning of "Babylon", whereas in the meaning

"gate of god" it may appear as ba-ab DINGIR- Um (CADB 19b). A sub

type of this orthographic situation obtains when the reading of a

given word requires a unique value for one or more signs as would

be the case for DU-lu
KI at Ebla if the first sign were to be read

GUB (see below, 2.4.1). (2) The conditioning factor may be the G~

NERIC HEANING of a given lexical item: this is typically the case

wi th semantic indicators (determinatives), which identify a word as

a member of a given lexical class, and can occasionally provide a

clue to the phonemic value of a word - e.g. DEn-IiI /EnIil/vs. EN.

LILKI /Nibru/. (3) The conditioning factor may be a chronological,

geographical or other NON-LINGUISTIC VARIABLE, which covaries with

a given distribution of signs per word: thus the word bab tends to

occur as ba-ab in Old Assyrian and as ba-ab in Old Babylonian (CADB

19 f.). (4) The conditioning factor may be GRAPHO-TACTIC, in the

sense that a graphemic determination is made on the basis of the a!.

rangement (sequence and relative position) of the graphemes within

the boundaries of the word. At Ebla, for instance, the sign NT does

not have the value Ii in word initial posi tion, so that the preposi:.

tion NI -na should be read i-na ins tead of U-na (the latter would
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obtain only if the reading could be demonstrated on the basis of i.!!

dependent criteria, in which case then ,the reading Li-nawould have

to be understood as meaning specific, in accordance with the first

orthographic condition given above; see below, 2.4.1).

On the oasis of the definitions given above (which are summarized

in tabu lar form in Fig. VI) certain terminological matters can be

more properly appreciated. The term LOG0GRA!'1 should be preferred

over "ideogram" because it refers properly to the phonemic ("logo-")

rather than the semantic level ("ideo-"). The term VALUE should be

preferred over "reading" when referring to individual signs, because

it refers properly to the relational function of the signs within a

system rather than implying, as "reading" does, that the sign cor

responds by itself to a definite phonemic:configuration. For the

same reason, the term PHOillLOGICAL (VALUE) should be preferred over

"syllabic", because the latter implies a correlation between signs

and syllables, and the term fDLYVALENCE should be preferred over "~

lyphony", because the former impl ies more clearly the conditional

value of the phonetic component of graphemes.

1.2. G~aphemic Rules.

It 1S important to consider not only the graphemes as minima 1 units

of a system, hut also the rules which are operative in interrela

tingthegraphemes. Here are a few well known examples. (1) The s~

quential order in which graphemes may cooccur is a rule, because it

states a procedure of arrangement for the minimal units: ina typi£

al cuneiform text, the spatial (graphemic) sequence from left to

right within the same case or line corresponds to the temporal (ph~

nological) sequence from start to end of an utterance - i.g. texts

are read from left to right. (2) Graphemic boundaries in sign se. -
quences, i.e. cases or lines, coincide with the phonemic boundaries

<It the beeinnine or the end of the words - i.e., a word is not g~

nerally split between lines. (3) Certain types of phonemic close

juncture between words are reflected in the graphemic phenomenon of

bound sequences - i.e. a preposition and the noun following it are

not split between lines.

While these examples are simple and relatively obvious, the rule
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. which they serve to illustrate has important ramifications. The

most significant concerns the notion of polyvalence. Most cunei

fonn signs are polyvalent in the sense that one and the same sign

may correspond to two or more phonemic configurations; for instance,

the sign ~ UD has the values ludl, Itaml, IWnuml, lfJ.miml, and so

on. The choice among these values is made not on the basis of the

graphemes themselves but rather of a graphemic rule. That is to

say, the grapheme as a minimal uni t is in fact a set which subsumes

all the possible pertinent values - al ternatively, it is "polyvalent".

The distinction among the values is not a function of the minimal

unit itself, but rather of the cooccurrence possibili ties with other

adjacent minimal untis. Given the two graphemic strings:

(1) P+f tff.~ an ni UD

(2) ~~.tr i na UD

the two different values of ~ UD are detennined by the two diffe£

ent types of graphemic clustering, which make Itaml the only possible

value in the first example, and lfJ.miml the only one in the second.

The different values of a sign, therefore, are the result of the aQ

plication of distributional graphemic rules - alternatively, they

are contextually conditioned (on this and what follows see Reiner

1973).

This distinction between graphemes and graphemic rules has more ~

portant consequences than it may seem at .first. To illustrate this

point, let us look at another example. In the sequence

~~a{F'W= i pa ra as
one COUIO argue "tna"t the sign .8=F PA has the value /parl since the

phoneme confieuration which corresponds to such a graphemic stIinp,

is liparrasl. Lop;ically, the value PAR
x

for ~ PA is on th~ same

level as TAM for:l"" UD: both values are of the same phonemic status,

and both are derived from the relative position of the pertinent

graphere in a given graphemic sequence. It is, in other words, a

graphemic rule concerning the sequential order which defines the

existence of the two values.

Should we, then, introduce a value par for t::F PA, and similarly
x

for all analogous cases? Certainly not: a syllabary built on such

premises would be, however logical in principle, extremely unwieldy.
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The exa~le proposed may thus serve as a reductio ad absurdum to

show the nature and validity of the concept of graphemic rules. If

parx is not to be proposed as a p,rapheme, it is because of a rule

which is nonnally left irrplici t, but which may be stated explicitly

as follows: any sign value ending in vowel and followed by another

sign within word boundaries, contains an optional consonantal length

applicable to the first consonant of the following sign; the fo~

la notation -for the rule is: (C)VC-n-. Conversely, a case like

tar-kab-b~{ (see below, 2.4.1) contains a superficially deceiving

indication of consonantal length: are we to propose a value ka
x

for

KAB in order to avoid this confusion? This, too, would be exagge!.

ate. We my instead state a rule which says that a sign value with

the confip,uration (CVC)CVC allows for the optional deletion of fi!!

al consonant when followed ,\Iithin word boundaries by a sign value

beginnine with the same consonant; the fOTI1l.1la notation of the rule

is: (CVC)CVel-C 1 ,

What about cases where the set of values for the same sir-n depends

on the altemation among phonemes belonp;ing to the same phonemic

class? For example, values beginning with a voiceless stop maya!

ternate with values beginning with a voiced stop for the same point

of articulation: here the Assyriological tradition, in contrast with

the case of parx(PA) , provides distinct values, e.p.. ta and da for

TA. Sir.1ilarly with values containinr: the vowel i which also appear

with the value e, e. fI.. is and es 15 for IS. These are cases where

the application of p,raphemic rules is made explicit, in the Assyri~

logical tradition, at the level of graphemic notation. Because of

the growth of both textual data and linguistic analysis, the not~

tion of graphemic rules by means of graphemic values has begun to

pose some problems. With rep,ard to Ebla, for instance, Fronzaroli

has posed the question as to whether the set of signs SA, SI, SU,

SlTh1 should be translitterated taiga, 1ilgi,etc. or should be left

as sa, si, su, sum leaving the proper phonemic conversion to the

operation of graphemic rules (SEb 1 [1979J, pp. 87-89). In the

first case we contribute to a proliferation of values, for which

the work by Von Soden and Rollig has been especially called to task;

in the other case we have the so-called simple values, which have

been advocated especially by Gelb. It would appear thatbotha£
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proaches are equally justified, depending on the point of view one

chooses, and with the following reservations. The values must be

clearly understood as values, i.e. there J11Ust be a clear apprecia

tion of the conditioninp factors, whether phoneMic, lexical or co~

textual: the so-called proliferation, then, is not a ~isrepresent~

tion of facts, but simply a type of notation which embeds graphemic

rules into praphemic values. The so-called s iJ11f'le values, on the

other hand, have no greater intrinsic sirnplici ty than other values:

they are symbols for sets of values, with the understandine that

the appropriate choice has to be derived by means of correlative

graphemic rules; if one opts for this choice of transliteration, it

becomes ir.1perative to articulate explicitly the graphemic rules

which are in fact operative.

To surmnarize, the question of current types of notation for graphem

ic rules may be analyzed under three headings.

(1) The most obvious, and most frequently applied, rules have a sta~

dard notation distinct from the graphemes themselves - as in the

case of the rules stated at the beginninp of this section: "the se

quential order of graphemes is expressed by the convention of tran

sliteration sip:ns from left to right"; or: "the graphemic boundarl

es at the bepinninp, and the end of the line of a text are represen!

ed by graphic devices such as extra space".

(2) The less obvious, and less frequently appl ied, rules are ex

pressed by alternate values given as part of the graphemic inventory: thus

ta and da for TA, is and e815 for IS.
(3) The rules which lie in between these two extremes are usually

not expressed at all in transliteration, as in the case of i-pa-pa

as or tap-kab-bu.

As a result, transliteration may be described as a hybrid notatio~

al system, because it provides a perfect identification of graphe~

es on the one hand, but, on the other hand, an imperfect identifica

tion of graphemic rules (presented, for the most part, as p,raphemes

or else lacking a notation of their O\'ffi). This situation may become

downright harmful when the transliteration is used at face value,

without the expertise necessary to make the necessary phonemic com

pensation by applyinp, the appropriate graphemic rules. Once the
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notion of graphemic rule is properly tmderstood, as well as the cor

respondinp imperfection of the notation system, the ftmction and

limitations of the standard system of transliteration can be more

clearly appreciated.

One may compare this with a similar situation in Enplish. One could

say that the phoneme /f/ can be represented by the followinp grap~

emes or p.;raphemic clusters: F as in "if", PH as in "telephone", and

GH as in "rough". None of these, however, are 1mivocal, in the sense

of a one-to-one correlation between graphemic and phonemic co.!!.

figurations. The grapheme F can stand for the phoneme /v/ as in

"of"; PH can stand for /ph/ as in "loophole"; and GH can stand for

oas in ''bough''. The determination of the correct "reading" will

depend on graphemic rules, which may be, for instance, positional

(e.g. double FF will always be /ff/) or lexical ("rough" /r f/ vs.

"bough" /bou/). Another helpful analogy is the one which compares

p;raphemes to lexical i terns, and graphemic rules to grammar: just as

we cannot load all grammatical rules onto-the lexicon, thus we ca.!!.

not load p;raphemic rules onto the p-raphemes. For instance, an (E.!!.
glish) word may be susceptible of a variety of intonations, but

these are not ~iven lexically, because most words are totally pOl~

valent in this respect and the specific value is conditioned in each

case by the context. Thus there is no reason to list lexically

"traIn", "train", and "train" as three different i te:r.tS ; rather, the

pertinent intonation may best be rendered by using a different nota

tional repister which refers to intonation exclusively, e.p,.

Tomorrow, the man will ~o by train.
~ ,,~-

Similarly, the best way to express fully the graphemes and the grap~

emic rules is to use a double notational register, the transliter~

tion and the transcription. The transliteration provides a complete

rendering of graphemes and an incomplete rendering of graphemic

rules (e. g. i-pa-ra-as): because of the inadequacy in rule notation,

transliteration is only a partial graphemic notation, hence it ca.!!.

not render fully the tmderlying phonemic reality. Instead of stri~

ing for a superPOsition of notational systems (i.e. rules above grap~

emes) , it is simple and IIDre effective to use transcription next

to transliteration: transcription is not graphemic, but purely phone~
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ic, and is based on the ,flTaphemic system as a whole, although it

does not reproduce its component parts (e.?,. iparras). This system,

advocated especially by I.J. Ge1b, has been regularly and exemp1ari.

1y applied to the Eb1a materials by P. Fronzaro1i.

1.3. Distributional and Structural Analysis.

While the graphemic renderinp: of a living 1anpuage such as Fnglish

may be made to adjust easily to the intended phonemic confip,uration,

because the latter is knovm independently of the wri tine medium,

the same is not true in the case of a dead language, where the phQ

nemic system is not only known through its graphemic counterpart.

As a result, ,eraphemic transliteration remains the best way, for

dead languages, to bracket into'one and the same notational system

both the identity of the oririna1 praphic notation and the pres~

tion of the parallel phonemic register. The degree to which such

a phonemic presumption may approximate reality will vary from case

to case and from time to time, but at least the graphic rep,ister,

which is a basis for that presumption, will remain expressed unequi.

vocally.

Given the fact that graphemic transliteration, as a system, can ren

der illlequivocally the praphic rerister, \\That are the criteria for

bracketinr. the phoneJldc register onto it? What are the discovery

procedures for goin? from praphic to praphemic recop,nition? The

answer lies clearly in the application of distributional an1ysis,

whereby patterns of cooccurrence and covariation can be identified.

lVhat results is both a syntapmatic and a paradigmatic study of the

"signs": a SYNTAQ1A will be a recurrent sequence of signs as found

in the texts, and a PARADIQ1 the set of alternants which covary in

parallel fashion with the environment. Thus a GRAPHENIC PARADIG1

will be, for instance, a set of different graphemic sequences, co~

ditioned by positional and lexical factors, used to express the same

phonemic sequence (see below, 4.1, for an example). Fora dead l~

guage, a total control of cooccurrences is necessary in order to d~

tennine paradip,ms which may be applicable especially to nuances of

the graphemic system.

Ad hoc sup,gestions can be imap,inative and heuristically useful, but
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a test of their validity depends ultimately on how they fit within

a structural system. This means that we must attempt ~o view the

part in function of the whole, and not as an isolated fragment. To

obtain this, we must operate not atomistically with bits of infor

mation, but structurally in tenns of distributional clas.ses: this

procedure allows a higher degree of formal verification and objec!

ive testing. One of the advantages of V"aphernic analysis in this

respect is the size of pertinent data available, from which distrib~

tional patterns are seen to ernerre. We have Iiterally millions of

pieces of infonnation which occur in diverse environments. An ac

curate quantification of such a wealth of data is made possible by

the application of electronic data to the texts, as \'Je shall see:

we can then control a vast amount of infonnation with procedures

which are extremely diversified and flexible, we can perform a truly

microscopic analysis on a macro-universe. But, and this is JOOst i!!!

portant, such a procedure is not just a matter of the availability

of a mechanical tool. It also requires new technical tools, which

might allow us to properly cateBorize the data. It is this deBree

of fonnaIization, even JOOre than the technical awesomeness (or bQ.

ther!) of the machine, which we find forbiddinp: in applying the cO!!!

puter to our data. And yet throuph such an approach we can arrive

at a more adequate structural control, and thus ultimately at a be!

ter understandinp: of the data, in teTIlS of the same concerns we have

in a traditional approach. I will try to show in 'what follows how

this delicate interaction between abstract fonnalization and actual

understanding of the data might in fact be implemented in actual

practice particularly in regard to the texts of Ebla. I should

first outline certain aspects of my research strategy which condition

this presentation.

1.4. Research Strategy.

One advantage of theoretical explicitness is that we can more easi

ly keep levels of analysis properly distinct. This alone would have

significant returns even on the practical level, and justify empirl

cally the abstract exercise about theoretical presuppositions. As

is happens, the theoretical reflections offered above are not an end

in itself, but rather an effort at makinp- explicit the conceptual
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LUlderpiImings of a research which is, in fact, text oriented and ul

timately very practical in its applications.

This paper is presented within the context of a broader research on

the texts of Ebla, and is meant to serve ultimately a philological

purpose. Conceived in part as a working report for a meeting of the

International Corrnni ttee for the Publication of the Texts of Ebla,

the paper describes (in Part 2) a set of research tools which I prQ

pose be adopted by the COJTII11i ttee itself as part of its nonnal oper~

tions: this pertains in particular to the concordances and indices

described below LUlder 2.1, which it is hoped may become the standard

operative fi les of the Connnittee . Future installments of these

Studies on Ebla Graphemics will then serve at the same time to in

form colleagues on the development of this more practical aspect of

the project.

The substantive considerations presented in Part 3 below are j ll~

strative of the specific analytical results which may be obtained

wi th the procedures and tools outlined here. Further studies on

Ebla graphemics, for which this paper serves as the Prolegomena,

will deal more and rore with individual substantive issues and PTQ.

vide a fuller documentary basis.

Finally, it l11USt be stressed that, while this paper is presented

'within the context o:f the research on the texts of Ebla, its pr~

suppositions and the accompanying technical support stem from a

long-standinp, research project on electronic data processing of M~

sopotamian materials. (For literature on the goals and results of

the project see below, P~rt 4: Bibliographical Note). This means

that my concern with Ebla r;raphemics is related to problems which

go beyond the specifics of the Ebla corpus: the larger perspective

which ensues would seem to assist in the choice of pertinent methods,

just as the technical support already developed can provide the be

nefit of more powerful tools of analysis.

An irrportant aspect of the approach followed here to data proces~

ing has been the double concern for multi-purpose encoding and TIRll
ti-tiered formattinp,. The former has been in response to the need

for a tight structural economy of the system as a whole, which aims

at a broad utilization of the data and avoids fragmented ,and ad hoc
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solutions. By multi-tiered formatting, on the other hand, I refer

to the concern for obtaininfT a published presentation of the resul ts

which is so differentiated as to emulate the interactive work with

the machine itself.

2. The Practice of Graphemic Analysis.

2.1. Introductory.

The needs of distributional and structural analysis are best served

by various types of outputs which have been desip,ned for the study

of cLU1eifonn texts in p.eneral, and have been adapted to the Ebla

corpus in particular. The technical support provided be these tools

is new in its configuration, and needs some explanation: this will

be found below, torether with illustrations of so~ of the outputs

currently available. The data are derived from a preliminary co~

pus of some 156 texts, excerpted fully as far they have been publish.

ed or made available in manuscript form; they can be subdivided as

follows:

135 administrative texts

5 letters

4 lexical texts

2 lists

1 mathematical text

9 texts of unknown or unclear type.

In addition there is a proup of Ebla personal names (EPNS) which

have been quoted without context and have been entered as such in

the data base. In the illustrations given below, texts are refe~

red to hy field nunber: references to the pertinent publication are

provided by means of concordances which are included in the complete

version of the outputs.

The total number of sign occurrences found in these 156 texts is

22,321, including sip.ns for number figures. By way of comparison,

we may note that this amounts to a little less than half the total

number of sign occurrences for the Akkadian letters from Amarna

(57,502, for which see below, 3.2).

The total nUlTlber of inventory items, i.e. of discrete signs is 283 -
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which is rather similar to other corpora from, different areas and

periods (on this too, see below, 3.2).

This is obviously a srnll sample, somewhat hetero?eneous in its com

position, and without any particular selection criteria other than

availability at a r:iven point in time. It is however sufficient to

demonstrate the intended use of tools and applicability of procedu!.

es.

2.2. Categorization.

The primary tool for praphemic analysis consists of a catep,orization

system, which lists each sign in its irrnnediate environment. Such

catep,orization system is produced in three different configurations:

while the data and the basic categorization principles remain the

same, the sorting cryteria and the degree of documentary comprehe~

siveness vary in each case so as to provide complementary outputs,

which may be used for different types of searches and some of which

may be produced more conveniently for a conventional type of public~

tion.

The major categorization tool is the SIGN CONCORDA.I\JCE. This is

based on a sortinp; by lIDits of three signs; all passap:es which ex

hibita pertinent 3-sipn unit are quoted in extenso, with arbitrary

cuts at left and rip;ht according to the conventional IaI1IC (Key l'fords

In Context) format. The sortinp; by units is determined by the shape

of the cuneiform si,~s; the sortinf,withinunitsisdetermined first

by the transliteration of the same 3-sirrn unit, and then by the r~

ferences in ascending order by field number. The combination of the

tpree sipns in each tmit is given a sequence which is based on the

prop,ressive graphic arrangement of cuneiform signs. as standard in

Assyriolopy. The main :Feature of interest for graphemic analysis

is the fact that each individual sip.:n is listed according to its

graphic shape, with a subdivision of values as represented in nonnal

transliteration and with a further subdivision based on the specific

graphemic context, defined in terms of the two signs occurrinp, to

the rip.ht of the sign in question. Such listin9s provide for a

rapid and exhaustive control of all possibilities of cooccurrence

wi thin a given corpus - i.e. allow a check on ITraphemic ruled as



1. SIGN CONCORDANCE

SAMPLE OF TWO ADJACENT PAGES, FROM WORKING COPY PRINTOUT.

53?

575

31<")

319

)19

DIFFE'l?cNT ~£'AbIN4-5

OF ~AM~ SIGN SET,
CORf£SfONJ)fNG TO
t>IFFfRfNT INTeRPRET.

013

t)13

'13

unu ,.'2 GU4 ,. 10 LA2-3 UOU ,.

o INC IR-KA3-ME
1 (UO)U ,. *AN ( ••• ) ,. Gt&-*RU ,. .OINGIR-KA3-ME-I& / I-Tt-*"INGIP
1)11I ,. (B)12-NA-SU-*KI ,. 2 ~U ,. .~INGIR-KA3-~e-l~ ,. IN ,. T3-AP ,.
U2 ,. I-BI2-5I2-PI& ,. 20-2 lJOJ ,. *OINGIR-KA:C-ME-I& ,. EN ,. Nln8~,O ,.
( ••• ,. ••• &)A-DU ,. ( ••• ) UOU , *CINGIP.-KA3-Me-l& ,. IR3-e2-AK-~A

U ,. ~I DRAO ,. 2 UOU ,. & &-E8-'2 ,. .OINGIR-KA'3-\tI~-I& ,. 10LA2-t ur,u

~N-GA-LIG

7 *8AR><*AN ,. ••• -*Kl ,. 1 *BA~><*AN) ,. G(A1)-LIG-U9«*eZ~N><*AN)l

nINGIR-GA-~1 ~
»-'U / I ~A-~A BAR6-KU3 / I-Tl-.ntNGIR-GA-.I~& ; ..2 fl· t:!A eARIl-K
1\1 ,. ~I~aA2 ,. EN ,. t IjU4 5 UOU ,. .')tNGIR-GA-MI-I& ,. t GU4 2 uha ;

OING IR-!(~3- M I
I-IL-EB-AL ,. IT--I-I~-~U ,. 1--I-.OINGIR-KA3-MI-I~,. l--I-.~INGIP

,. l-rI-.~INGJR-KA3-MI-I& ,. I-Tl-.OINGIR-KA3-~I-l& ,. J-TI-KI-DA-',
,. ~-A~ F.2-EN ,. E2-0~-&A ,. I-Tl-.OINGIR-KA3-MI-l& ,. ~N-NA-*

KU5 KU3-BABBAR ,. MU-TUM2 ,. I--I-*CINGIR-KA3-MI-l& ,. 11
~ ,. *OINGIQ-&A-MA-GAN ,. 2 UOll ,. .OINGIR-KA3-'H-T~" . ~U

5G.01S4-7V 6

5G .020 75R 9 2
SG .020 75V 4 4
5G .02075V 6 3
SG.02075V 6 13
5G .02075V 6 18

5G.0 12b 7R 4 3
5G .01515R 2 5

:PNS 12
:,PNS 13
SG.'00336V 3 4-
5G.OI353R 7 5
5G .02075R 7 5

SG.01515R 3

EPNS 9
EPNS 9
'::PNS 10

(PNS 57
EPNS 71
EPNS 78
~PNS 98
5G .00188R 3 2
5G.00411.. 11
5".00527R 4 4
SG. 0 126 5R 1 1 1
5G. 0 137 7R 2 5
5G .0 1444.2 1 0
SG .01696.. 5
SG.01696*. 17
SG.OI764-R 1 23
SG.01764R 3 22
SG.01764R 4 14
SCi, .01 764R 7 6
sG.01764R 8 24
SG.'OI764-Rll 11

tL3-E2- AK
1 _Z-ZI -O"-MlJ ,. * Il?--*Zl-OA-M J ,. lL3-E2-_I(-)A- tloIIU ,. It.3-~2-AK-!)e-MU
2-*ZI -nA-MU ,. lL3-'-2-AK-) A-MU ,. I L3-r'72- AK-r A-MU ,. I L3- e 2-AK-r A-MU
E2-AK-OA-\tIU ,. IL3-E2-AK-OA-\tIU ,. IL3-E2-AK-r)A-~U ,. IN-OA-MU ,. tN-G

f'" ING TP- 'A3-0A
A5-CA-AR ,. r A5-0A-A~ ,. ..... A5-HIR~-*r'lNGIR-· A3-1" A ,. I)A'5-Z1-\1JA-LII< ,.
-IL ,. O'J-BI2-ZI-PI& ,. O'J-B\J3-H(J-.OINGIR-·~~-I).,. OlJ-R'J:~-H~t-I-r,.AP

I-GUZ-LIM ,. I-IB-l4A-UK ,. I-IN-*r:IN~IR-'A",-OA ,. I-LA~-*"INGIP-&A

GU2 ,. I-TI-*nINGIP-A-GU2 ,. I-TI-*OTNGIR-eA3-QA ,. t-TI-AB ,. I-TI-*
) 20-6 C••• ) *OINGIR-M'JL ,. 1-'TI-*OINGIR-'A3-0A ,. 2'.) &F-NUMUN ,. GU

,. E~-'=N" 4 NINDA" C'U-BU3-HClt-*nINGIR-·A3-T)A,. 2 NIN"A" IP--U
,. IP-TU-RA ,. 2 NINOA ,. OU-BU-HU-*OINGIR-'A3-0A

1 1~2-TUGZ &A6-0"R ,. OU-FU3-HU-*OINGIR-'A3-0A ,. t rUMU-NITA ,. 1
,. AN-DUL3 ,. NI 3-DU~ ,. FN ,. r::2 ,. *OTNGIR-' A3-~A ,. , MA-NA KlJ3-BAAR
I&-BA-TUK'J" WA ,. GI&-BA-TUK) ,. *OINGIR-'A1-0A ,. we ,. Gl&-!36-T')ICJ
-GJ)RI-*GI&-GIC'RI ,. IN-NA-SUM ,. .I)INGIR-eA3-DA ,. HA-LA~-*Kl ,. IN
A I<.U3-Gl ,. &IRO-ZA 1 *AB ,. E2 ,. *~YNGIR-'A3-"A ,. un LU-IJB-*KI ,.
TA2-315" EN ,. NIDeAO ,. 4 UO'J ,. *OINGIR-'A'l-OA ,. LU2 HA-LAM-*KI ,.

,. ~I3-BA ,. I3-NA-SUM ,. 1 \£'U ,. .CINGIR-·A3-0A ,. IP3-1='2-AK-CA-(14lJ
,. *OINGIR-*A\tIA-RA-SU3 ,. 4 UOU ,. *OINGIR-'A3-0A ,. LU~ H~-LA\tI ,. IP3
VO ,. TU-RA-SIf3 ,. 1.3 Lt2-2 UOll ,. *CINGIR-'A3-I)A ,. LU2 (HAl-LAM-*l(I
~ *DJNGIR-*AMA-RA-SU3 ,. 2 UDU ,. *C'INGIR-'A3-f)A ,. LU2 A-PA--Y-.KI
,. 1 UDU,. *Tr-tl*KAL ,. GI&-*RJ ,. .OINGIR-·A3-DA ,. t UDU , *TF.t '.K4

1'l13

013 324

JQ7
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CONCO~O~NC~ n~ CUNEI~CRM SIGNS

o I!IIG I R- , A "3- 0 A
U)U / IN UO / .OINGIR-*AM_-RA / .OINGIR-'~3-n. / EN-EN / NIDRAJ /

NI-A i .40 OOU / KU2 / rU-BU3-HU-*OINGIR-'A.:"-~A / 1'5 Ur-U / KU? / ..
/ ::N / LUN-NA-NV-*t<1 / OU-BU-H·J-.OINGIR-'A]-I)A / 1:-NA-5!J'" / r .... IJ
-SI2-PI& / ( ••• )-10 lA2-2 UOU / *nINGIR-'A3-0A / LV? H~-LAM-.KI /
/ *~IN"IR-.AM4-RA-"U3 / 3 UI)U / *OI~GIP-'A3-l')" / LU2 / HA-LA"'I-*t<1

[) M4-NA KU3-B~RBAR / O!·}-F'U3-H'.J-*OINGIR-'A3-0A / IN-&E'J-G1J2 ~ Lt
U / *OINGIR-KA3-MI-I& / 1 U~U / .CINGIR-'A1-DA LV2 / LU-UR-*Kl /
-DU8 / to lmU / I<U2 / DU-BU3-HU-*OINGIR-'A3-0A / ,~ UOU / KU? / G

/ :iJRU&-G'.JRU& / E2 / OU-P'J3-H·J-.DINGIR-'A3-D~ / 6;) LA2-t UOU / K
/ IN UD / 'A3-SI2-PU3 / 2 ~U / *OINGIP,-'A3-l')A / ~N / NI~8AO / ~2

/ E2-NUN / NA-LIK-TU'4 / ? UOU / *OINGIFI-'AJ-!)A / .i"-LA\t-*KI / 1-0
UO / .O(NGIR-.AM~-R. / 2 UDU / *OTNGIR-'A3-0A / .~AG-rA-MU / ~l~

A) / 1 \lOU / ~2-LUM / GI&-.RU / *OlNGIP-'A3-I)A / t UI"'U / <:""2-LlJtJI /
"'I-AT 20 U01J / t<U2 / OU-BU3-HU-.OINGIR-'A3-0A / 15 V~U / KU~ / I
/ GURU&-GlSIU& / F2 / ~U-BU3-HU-.OINGIR-'A3-DA / t!'" UCU / &U-RA /

& / LU2 A-OA-GAP3 / (C)U-8U3-HU-.CINGIR-'A3-~A / IJ-NA-SU~ / t U~

/ EN-ZI-NA-LIK / 40 LA2-2 UOJ / .OINGIR-'AJ-OA / Ht-LA~-.KI / EN
I~ / *CINGIR-.AMA-RA / 12 UOU / .C1NGIP-'A3-~A / ~N / NIl')AAO / IN
A/I MI 20 UOU KU2 / OU-B U3-HU-.O ING IP-' A:1-0A / 30-4 \JOU GUPU& /
I-GA / 80-2-(t) UO} / DU-8UJ-HU-.OINGIR-'A3-0A / 1 MY ~ry UOU GURU

GU;.<U& / 1=2 -N / lilA / DU-BU3·-H',J-*OINGIP-'A3-rA / , MY '50 L~2-J ""
NIDBAO / IN UD / ~UR6 / 2 UD~ / .OYNGIR-'A~-OA / 2 UOU / .DtNGI~-

UOU / *DINGJR-'A3-CA / 2 UOU / *CINGIR-'A3-0A / ~N / (~2 / .rt~G

NITA-OUNlU-NP'A / E"N / CU-BU3-HU-.CINGIR-'A3-CA / t3-NA-SUM / 3 HI)
••• / ••• ) / 20 LA~-( ••• UDUl / .OI~GIR-'A3-(DA) / '~3-(TA2l-NI-(

I N:iIR-KU-PA / &I2-IN / rU-BU-HU-.CINGIP-'A3-CA / JGI-DlJA / WA / 0
12-*< I 1 AKTUM-TUG2 / DU-B U3-HU-.O ING IP-'A3-0A / 1 GU-SUR2-TUG2 /
3 / ~I3-.0INGIP-MUl / DU-BU3-HJ-.OINGIP-·A3-,)~ / LU2-TU& / MA-~U-

AN-PA-~A4. Ot3 32A 104
) A/I ? S IK I / &U KE&O" GUN3 / • AN-PA":'SA-~~~iP~-~~:'''':~~[=:F:?~D~A~-:*N=:I:-:.~!(~r==__-------_

'" I NG I R-R A-S A .. ,'DI~.FERE:NT ~rADltJ4~
-~I-IL / FN-NA-RA-SA-AP / EN-NA-.OINGIR-PA-SA-AP / ~N-NA-&U~ / -N J
U_A 5 / XIJ3-RI2-SI2-PI& / EN-N6-.0INGrR-RA-SA-AP / NI-E2-13-L'.} / OF 5~Mc SIGN ser,

1- TI - *01 NGI P-KA3--4I -I & / EN-NA-*C ING IP-RA-S A-A" / A-A-13U3- IR3-KlJ CDRRe-SPOt.lD/N(i- TO
IP-l(UP-IA3/ TI-LA-tA3 / FB-QII-.CINGIR-RA-SA-AP / IP-HUR-*nHJGtR \lllf4='E'R-f1oJT WO~p.s J
NA-LIK-TUM / NIDBAO / 12 UDJ / .CINGtP-RA-SA-AP / 'AJ-TA2-NI-TU3

I R-*A 14 A-RA-SU3 / 10 l.A2-2 UDU / *1.:" INGIP-RA-SA-AP / 'A3-· A2-NI-*1( I
UO / *OINGIR-.AMA-RA / 2 UOU / .OrNGIR-RA-SA-AP / 'A3-TA?--NI-.I(I

1 / ZA-A-&E3 / NtOPAO / 2 UDU / .OINGtR-R~-SA-AP / 'AJ-TA2-NI-.Kt
U~ / .DINGIR-.AMA-RA / 2 UDU / .rINGIR-PA-~A-AP / 'A3-·A2~Nt-.I(Y

U-)US / 2 uou / .OINGlfJ-( .... ) / *OING[P-RA-SA-AP / 'A3-TA?-NI-.l<t
A-AP / 'A3-T"2-NI-*Kl / 2 UOU / .rTNGI~-PA-SA-A~ / 'A3-TA?-NI-.KY
/ 2 UDU / GIPI3-&UM / ~A KUR5 / *CY~GIP-PA-SA-AP / 'A3-TA2-NT-.t<Y

5

2
3

16
26

2
U

8
29

?
11
12
18

7
8
2

25
10
17

5
2
B

27
29

1 '
9'
5

17
5

56
7
5
8

18
19
22
27
15

3
[)

13

SG.01764V 1
SG.01764" 2
5(;.01764" 3
5G .01764"11
SG.01764'112
5(;.01841.*
5(; .02075R 7
5G .020 75Rl 0
5G .02075Rll
5G .02238R 1
5G .02238R 6
5G .02238Rll
5G .022,,3 8" 2
5(; .02238" 4
SG.02238" 5
5G .02238" 7
SG .02238Vl 0
56.02238"10
5(;.02306R 2
SG.02306R 5
5G .02306" 2
5G .1101 OR 2
SG.1101ilR 2
5G.11010" 2
SG.1l010" 2
6G .00089" 1
6G.00523V 4
6(;.00523" 9

~PNS

5Ci .00336R 7
5G .00336" 3
5G.00336V 5
5G.01764R 5
5G .01764R 6
5(».01764R 7
5G.01764R 7
5G .01764R 8
5G .01764R 9
SG.01764R 9
SG.01764R 9

NOTES. EPNS in the Reference column corresponds to a separate repertory of Ebla Personal Names.

Printout codes which differ from the standard Assyriologicalcodes:

& = ~ c = ~ x = "t * denotes upper case II = + >< RUO

Fig. VII - Sign Concordance
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operative in tenns of sequential order.

In line with this characteristic of the Concordance (sorting by sign

shape rather' than b! alphabetical value), normalization of sign rea~

inp;s is not necessary in order to retrieve tor-ether all occurrences

.of the same sipn. In the illustrations given here, the transliter~

tion follows the one proposed in the orip;inal version, whether pu~

lished or in manuscript fonn: final formalization will be a function,

precisely, of further Pl"aphemic analysis. It must be remembered

that one of the advant,a~es of a computerized data base is the ease

of update; hence it is that the concordance in this format can serve

as a current working instnunent, constantly updated in terms of both

new data and new interpretations of existing data. This will be the

main practical use for the Connnittee and all scholars working on the

publication of the texts: the availability of the concordance as a

comprehensive file of all, occurrences of all signs, sorted acco!.

ding to the p,raphic configuration of the signs quoted in each case

and with their immediate environment. It will be apparent at a

glance that the Sip:n Concordance subsumes in itself a lexical co!!.

cordance, and one which is not conditioned by diverging interpret~

tions in the choice of values. It should also be noted that, from

a practical point of view, there is the considerable advantage of

great ease of duplication, either on tape or on paper, unlike any

other type of card file.

Another important philolop,ical use of the Concordance is the assis

tance it can provide in restoring broken passages or reading obscure

passap:es. Where parallels are available (either exact parallels in

the case of fonnulaic texts of a similar type) the sequence of a

few signs without context can readily be matched against sequences

for which a context is known.

The pro gram which produces the Concordance from which the two pages

Fig. of Fig. VII are derived is currently operational', and a volume of

VII 781 pages has been produced for the Ebla texts listed above. The

sheer bulk of this output makes it unfeasible to publish the results

in conventional paper fOITIat - especially when one considers that

the 781 pages Ebla voll1I!le corresponds to a limited input, inadequate

in itself for any meaninp,ful graphemic or other type of analys is.



EBLA SIGN INDEX, 1

Sample, May 1980, based on a total sign count of 283 inventory items and 22,321 text occurrences.

Figures on the left refer to standard sign numbers: the correlative sign readings are given in bo~ ~ace.; a
bullet (.) denotes variant readings of identical signs. Figures in parenthesis fo~owed by a ~ul~plicatlon

sign refer to the number of times a given sign sequence occurs in the texts; if no figure IS .gIven, then
the pertinent sign sequence occurs only once, e.g. DINGlR-ni-da-kul occurs 56 times, ~INGI~-m-da-la.~nlY

once. A slash (/) denotes line or case boundary. The transliteration follows the one given In. the orIginal
text edition, without normalization.

13 335

13 114

13 99 586
13 106 172
13 106 328
13 129A 142
13 129A 206

13 129A 231

13 129A 575

ni-DINGlR-mul / da-pis 
nuKi

ni·DINGlR-mul / rna~u-wa

atKi

KA X?-DINGlR·mul / or·
lumKI

is-ma-da-ba·an / i-ti-DINGlR·
as-tar

dingir-<lingir / in / gis..
bar-duKi

DINGlR-Iugal du-du·luKi

DINGlR.am-ma-ri-gU
DINGlR-NE-1a
bar-an-nita-tur

. bar-an-nita -5
DINGIR-i-sa-tu
na-DINGIR.i-gis
DINGIR-i8-ra-mu
AN-NI-da-lum
DINGIR-ni-da-kul (56x)
i·ti-DINGIR-ni-da-kul (20 x)
DINGIR·ni-<la-Ia
DINGIR-i-Iam (12x)
i-ti-DINGIR-i-Iam (2 x)
DINGIR-i-..e-su
DINGIR·AMA-ra (44 x)
DINGIR-AMA·ra-su (34x)
DINGlR-ilhara / zu-ra-muKi

DINGlR-iShara / zi-da-raKi

DINGlR-isbara / zi-<la-Ia
DINGIR-ishara / ma-NE
DINGIR-iDw-a / sikil
is.ma-<la-ba-an MAR.TUM KI

DINGIR.ka-pia-tu
DINGlR- ga-ra-i-nu
ir-DINGlR-ga-ma-a1
DINGIR-ka-Sa-Iu
DINGIR·ga-mi-is
i-ti-DINGIR-ga-mi-is
DINGlR-ka-mi-iS
i·ti·DINGlR-ka·mi·is (2 x)
DINGIR-ga-me-is
DINGlR·ka-me·is (5 x)
iI-e_-<la-mu (3x)
DINGlR-'a-da (23x)
das -hir-DINGIR· 'a-da
du.bu-hU-DINGIR"a-da (18x)
i-in-DINGlR"a-da
i-ti-DINGIR-'li-da (2x)
AN-ra-sa-.p KI
DINGlR·ra-sa-.p (45 x)
en-na-DINGlR-ra-sa-.p (3 x)
eb-du-DINGlR-ra-sa-ap
Jr·DINGlR-ra·ma-lik (4x)

435

579
328

532 •

206
342

55
144
598A
104
296
328
335

73

296

'97
335

342

104 •

6
84

122
564
207

5
328
342
353
427

13 129A 335

13 148

13 129A 342

13 231
13 237

13 142

13 328

13 231

13 151
13 170
13 172
13 211
13 211
13 231
13 231
13 231
13 231

13 324
13 324

13 252
13 252
13 307
13 319
13 319
13 319
13 319
13 319

13 252
13 252

13 328

13 319

i-ti-DINGlR-as..tar (3 x)
eb-<lu-DINGlR-as..tar
kum.DINGlR·as..tar
DINGlR-as..ta-pis (2 x)
DINGlR·as..t8-bi s (2 x)
DINGlR-ba-li-ha
DINGlR-ba-ra-<lu
dingir-dingir
dingir-dingir-dingir (3 x)
dingir-dingir / uru-bar
dingir-dingir / in
dingir-dingir /20
AN-AN /1
dingir-dingir / 1
dingir-dingir-dingir / (3 x)
dingir-dingir / 6040
dingir-dingir /80-1
DINGlR-Ia-NI-tum
da-ti-DINGlR-tu
DINGlR-tu / i-ti-DINGIR-ni-da-

kul
DINGlR-tu / GADA-da-mu
DINGlR-be dingir-<lingir
DINGlR-be bu-la-nukl

DINGlR-be mul-mul
DINGlR-be du-du-luKI

DINGlR-be KALAM-tim
DINGlR-be ga-ga
DINGlR-be k8~a-na-im

DINGlR·be k8-l1a~a

DINGlR-be rna-tum
DINGlR-be sal (2x)
an-na / nu
an-na / in-na-sum
an-na / SES (2x)
an-na-rna-lik (2x)
an-na / ar-ra-<lu-num
DINGlR·ti-mu-tu (2 x)
baHm-bar-.n (5 x)
DINGlR-zi-la-su (2 x)
DINGAR-tim-mu-tU
dingir en I ir.e-ak-da-mu
AN / en-ar-da-mu
DINGlR-en-ki
i-ti-DINGlR-en-ki
Sum·DINGIR-en-ki
dingir en / za-.·~

DINGlR-gU·bi (2x)
gU-gi-a-an I gli-ra-kuIKi

DINGlR-mul/ i·ti-DINGlR-'a-da
ni-DINGlR-mui / du-bu-

hU-DINGlR- 'a-da
nl-DINGlR-mui / l-gis

342
554

75
148
331
342
451

61
13
55
61
50

401
461

480B
231

167
13
19

129A
206
312
319

13
38

148
471
480

59
328

142

13 13
13 ,55
13 58
13 58

13 5
13 5
13 13
13 13
13 13
13 13
13 13
13 13

13 58
13 69
13 69
13 69
13 69
13 69
13 69

13 69
13 69
13 70
13 70
13 70
13 070
13 70
13 73
13 74
13 84
13 94
13 99
13 99
13 99

Fig. VIII - Ebla Sign Index, 1
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Fig.
VIII

Fig.
IX

Hence publication of the Concordance will nonnally be in the form

of microfiche or computer tape'.

The other two output fom.ats pertaining to graphemic categorization

are designed in part to obviate the problem of bulk: they are pr£

duced in the form of indices to the Concordance, utilizing at the same

time slightly different sortinp criteria. The SIGN INDEX lists all

the 3-sip:n units as in the Concordance, limiting however the context

to the \vord (s) within which each Wlit occurs. Since no references

are cited, and since the context portion is narrower and identical

occurrences are collapsed, the resul tinp; size is reduced very co!!.

siderably: the page reproduced here, for instance, corresponds to

10 papes of the Concordance ~ The basic information is the same, e~

cept that entries cannot be verified against references, for which

one will have to refer to the Concordance itself (or, indirectly,

to the Word Index, for which see presently). The .different sorting,

on the other hand, provides some additional valuable insight because

it shows at a glance the lexical distribution of the 3-sign Wlits,

a dimension which is not immediately apparent in the Concordance.

The hORD INDEX lists all words alphabetically, and provides textual

references, without context. TI1e Word Index can be used for lexi

cal purposes, even though the sortinp; is preliminary in nature since

there is no morphological analysis. But another .function is to

serve as a complement to the Sipn Index, since one can [!.O from an

entry in the Sign Index to the corresponding word in the Word Index

and thus obtain the listinp of the references - even thourh for a

listing of the contexts one will still have to po to the Concordance.

2.3. Analysis.

The categorization described above provides a primary analysis of

the data - a classification of graphemes, with comprehensive doc~

mentation, and fixed type of sorting designed to serve as ~eference

tools for human retrieval. HifTher level analysis has been started

in the form of frequency computations, with rore complex elabora

tions to follow later.

The basic sortinp; is in the form of four types of tabulation;::..where_

for each.;tabulation only the first few lines are reproduced. The



EBLA WORD INDEX, 1

o = Onomastics; T = Text

Italics: Semitic; Roman: Sumerian; SMALL CAPS: unknown

A-bi-il

16. a-ba-Sum

Ab-bOoi-lum

22. AB-Bi-RU-UM KI

23. abda

'A-Bi

11. ' A-BA-BU KI

A-ba-da-du

A-ba-da-an

A-ba-il

12. A-baltzKI

A -ba4 -li-im

A-bOoma-lik

A-ban-iQ

13. A-BA-RA-NU

14. 'A-BA-SA KI

15. ABXAS

T:I - 5G2309 V3:4

cf. aba, dOdu

cf. aba, don

cf. aba, il

T:I - 5G2309 V2:4

cf. aba, Lim

cf. aba, M,alik

cf. ab

0:1- 5G1669

T:I - 5GI558 R6:3

T:16 -ABxAS: 11 - 5G220
5, 10, 12, 15; 5G273
R2:1; 5G527 R3: 10;
5G1293 V5:1; 5G2075
R11 :10, 10; 6G247 6,6

ABxAS-SU: 5 - 6G523
R2:1, 13; R3:14; R4:2,
6

T:2 - 5G2238 RI2:6, 12 (cf.
GP Culto 1979:270

T:I - 5G1764 R8:25

0:1 - 5Gl443 V6:13

0:1 - 5G11104 2:6

0:1 - 5G1569

0:2 - Ab-ba-i-Ium: 1 - 6G521
R6
Dam-da-il-ab-ba: 1 
5G1396

cf. abba, i1um

T:I - 5G1558 R2:2

0:1 - Ab-da-il: 1 - 5G1287

cf.A-DE

cf. ab, il

A-BA-TI KI

?
A-BA '-TV

A-BA-U

A-BA-ZU

abba

,17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

0:4 -A-a-ba4 : 1 - 6G521 V6
A-rna-lik: 1 - 5G1324
A-sf-pis : 2 - 56273
R4:2; 6G521

T:2 - 5Gl444 60

0:1 - 5G336 V3:6

T:2 - 5G188 R4:1, V2:7

0:1 - 5GI837

T:I - 5GI380

0:5 -A-ban-iQ:l - 6G521 V2
A-bi-i/:1 - 5GI329
Ab-ra-mu:1 - REOl 23
A-bu:2 - 5G1267 V8:3

5G1359 V2:3

T:3 - 5G1696 15; 5G1766
R3:3; 5G2561:2

T:24 - lib:IO - 5G5313 R4:1;
5G10230 R1:1, R2:1,
R2:4; 5G2349 V6:5;
6G189 I, 3, 5, 10, 14

gu4-ab:3 5G2349
R2:5, R3:7, V5:2
gu4-ab-niga: 3 - 5G2349
R7:3, R8:2, V2:4
gu4-lib-UD-KESDA: 1
5G2349 V6:4

gu4-gu4-niga-ab-ab:1 
5G2349 R4:4
gu4-niga-ab:6 - 5G2349
R2:1 l,R5:7,R6:5,R9:1,
5,V1:5

T:I - 5G2206
0:9 -A-ba:1 - 5GlI153

A-ba-da-du:1 - 5G2067
A-ba-da-an:1 - 5GlI044
A-ba-il:l - 5G1324
A-ba

4
-1i-im:1 - 5G1382

A-ba-ma-lik:1 - 5G1427
A-bOom':l - 5G336 R7:4
Lugal-a-ba4:2 - 5G2263;
6G523 R10:14

1. a

9. lib

8. AB

10~ aba,aba

2. A_A KI

3. A-A-BU-iR-KUs
4. A_A_DAKI

5. A-AD-DA-8U

6. dA-ama

7. ab

Fig. IX - Ebla Word Index, 1



4. FREQUENCY COMPUTATIONS

SIGNS (SHA°E-:) PAGE 7dt

4.1. SIGN OCCURRENCES % (CORPUS) kEAO(NG (JCCUKKENC~S % (SJGN) " (COf~t3US )

001 12 .05 Af. 9 7!i.OO .04
kUM 3 25.00 .01

00.:' 15 .ot. MU\i IS 100.00 .06

004 .00 ZAO(M 100.00 .00

005 213 .95 UA 20a <;17.65 .93
PAl 5 2.34 .02

\)J6 '.6 .20 5U2 1 2.17 .~()

l.U 45 97.~2 .20

007 53 .23 KU& 6 15.09 .03
SU l5 84.90 .20

009 26 .1 1 DAL 5 19.23 .02
8ALA 21 AO.76 .09

010 57 .25 (JIH2 57 100.00 .25

012 30 .13 KU5 14 .06
~"D .'" """

SIGI\S (F-RE,)UENC'( ) PAGE 7Y5

4.2. SIGN GCCU~~ENCES " (CORPUS) ~H:.AiJ (NG UCCURRENCE:> " (SIGN' " (CORPUS)

480 eq7 4.01 1 852 ~4.9d .J.CJl
60 43 4.79 .19
Dlf. ? -.22 .00

537 960 3.85 UOU 721 83.83 3.23
LU 137 15.93 .61
Ol"l ? .23 .00

335 720 :'.22 DA 653 90.69 2.92
TA2 64 CJ.ad .28
XA ~ .41 .Ot

013 682 3.05 O1NG1R 5Jl 73.46 2.24
AN 176 25.80 .78
IL:.1 5 .7.1 .02

516 t:69 2.99 lUG2 489 73.Q9 2.19
&E3 91 13.60 .40
KU 54 8.07 .24
J182 10 1.49 .0""ru& q 1 • ~. .04-
GUS I, "?
")IILS



FJEADINGS (ALPHABET I CALL '()

-4.3. R:ADING oct URPENCE5 " (COPPUS) ;( (SIGN) SIGN OCCUPPF.NCC;:S

, .. .OJ IJO.OO 3 iii 7

'A3 118 .52 30.56 324 386

.. 411 1.84 98.32 579 418

A2 .. .01 66.~6 334 6

AS 51 .22 46.78 128 109

~B? 30 .13 100.00 420 30

.AD 16 .07 7. I'! 0 145 205

~G 4 .01 4.65 097 e6

AGR IG 4 .01 10.01) 45~ 40

AH 4 .01 33.:33 398 12

.28 73.25 097 86
AK

.OCll 097 ."".,

_.4.4. I-lEAOING

UDU

DA

KI

2

1\4 A

MU

DINGIf;I

TUG2

OCCUI-o!~ENCES

652

721

653

610

572

535

~34

sal
499

HEADINGS (FRE,JUENCY)

% (CORPUS) % (SIGN)

3.el <;;4.98

J.?J AJ.83,

2.<;;2 <:10.69

2.13 100.00

2.56 100.00

2.39 100.00

2 • .39 94.62

2.24 13.46

2.19 13.09

1 • C;6 100.00

1 ~ -Ou

Fig. X - Frequency Computations

PAGE 826

SIGN OCCURRENCES

~8;) 897

531 tl60

335 720

461 610

~;70 57?

34~ 535

061 536

013 682

536 b69

438

434
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Fig.
X

first two tabulations list graphemes from the viewpoint signs, the

first according to the standard sequence of cuneifonn sipns by.:::sh51pe,

and the second in descending order of frequency by s if'll. The remain

ing two tabulations list praphemes from the viewpoint of their value,

whether phonological or logdrraphic, first alphabetically and then

in descending order of frequency. The graphemic significance of

this analysis is that it makes possible for the first tire the study

of the distribution of frequency ranges within large corpora and the

comparison of the same corpora among each other at the level of their

graphemic inventory (see below, under 2.4.2 for details referring

to the Eblamaterials).

Besides computations at the level of the inventory, graphemic an~

lysis can be undertaken at the level of the text with the tools de~

cribed so far. An interesting application is the one which can be

defined as COVARIATION RULE. I f one observes all the various cases

of alternate values for the same 3-sign uni t (marked by subdivisions

into sub-units within the 3-sign sequence in the Concordance and by

bullets in the Sign Index), it will appear that they are generally

rare (the apparently high incidence in figs. 000 and 000 is simply

due to the fact that the corpus includes texts with transliterations

from dift:erent sources, left intentionally without nonnalizati~n;so

that the different values reflect alternate choices by different

scholars, rather than contrastive ~raphemic values). The rule may

be fonnulated as follows: in a homogeneous corpus, a sequence of 3

signs reduces to a mininum the polivalence possibilities of each

individual sign. The example shown in Fig. XI is one of the very

few exceptions, in the Ebla corpus studied here, where a 3-sign unit

may possibly be read in three different ways. It is because of this

rule that the 3-sign unit has been chosen as the basic unit for the

sign categorization system. (The Covariation rule described here

is similar in principle to the notion of algorhythmproposed by Re!

ner 1973).

2.4. Ebla Graphemics: Preliminary Substantive considerations.

2.4.1. Text level.

The presentation of graphemic analysis given so far, while based for



5. COVARIATION RULE

AR~-OA-~U 401 335 061
EPNS 16 E~-'R-LI-IM / EN-AR-Ll-I M / EN-AR3-*OA-MU / EN-AR3-*OA-MU / E""-A
EPNS 17 N-AR-L I-1M / EN-AR3-*OA-MU / '::N-AR3-*OA-'4U / EN-AR3-*OA-IlIU / EN-A
EPNS 18 'R3-*OA-MU / EN-AR3-*OA-MU / EN-AR:!-*OA-MU / EN-AR3-*OA-*I / EN-A
EPNS 19 AR3-*O A-MU / ~N-AR3-*OA-MU / EN-AR3-*OA-MU / EN-AR3-*C)A-M\J / I:III-A
EPNS 20 AR3-*OA-MU / EIII-AR3-*I)A-~U / EN-AR:!-*OA-MU / EN-AR3-~A-LIK / e"'-8
SG.01764RI0 21 O~ / * 01 NGIR-*AMA-AA / *AIII / EN-AR3-0A-~U / 1 UOU / *OINGIR-*A~A-

5G.02075R 6· 4 U8 / 2 UDU/ I ZI-GAR / *AN / EN-AR3-CA-.-U / 1 UDU / *0 I NG n~-z t-L A
SG.02238V 1 9- OU / *OING IR-*A'4A-RA / *AN / EN-AR3-0A- ~U / 1 UO\J / *OINGIR-*A~A-

EPNS
EPNS

EPNS

HIR2-0A-MU
48 HIR-MA-LIK / OA-HIR-MA-LIK / OA-HIR2-0A-MU / OA-HIR2-0A-IlIU / OA-'4
49 HIR-ltA-LIK / OA-HIR2-0A-MiJ / OA-tHR2-0A-MU / OA-M'-NA / I)A-MA-NA-

~llR-OA-MU

~'. MU-RA / A-'4U-RI3 / A-'4U-TU3 / A~UR-OA-~U / A-NA-GA-LU / A-NA-*LU

Fig. XI - Covariation Rule
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Ithe sake of illustration on Ebla material, is in fact of a general
import: the tools described are suitable for grapherrdc analysis on

any cuneiform corpus, with but a few adaptations and changes. We

will now turn to Ebla graphemics in a more specific sense, showinp,

how the tools of graphemic categorization and analysis may be a£

plied to individual problems. We will look at graphemics first on the

text level, and then at the level of the inventory.

As indicated above, special values for given signs maybe conditio!!

ed by lexical or sequential factors: we will call these PHJNO-LEXIC

AL and PI-DNO-TACTICAL VALUES. As an example of the fonner we may

consider the geographical name Du_luKI . The sign DU has been read

CUB by G. Pettinato, and the name has been understood as lGublul for

"Byblos". The following may be said here from a graphemic point of

view. The sign is COI11r.lOn at Ebla since it occurs 206 times in our

corpus, and nowhere does the value CUB fit the context, except po~

sibly for the word here in question. Structurally, this particular

value is possible: there are S3 evc sip,ns attested in the Semitic

portion of our Ebla corpus, and even though only seven of these have

a value with a final stop, four of these end in fact in B. The graph

emic data, then, tell us that structurally the value CUB is possible,

but that distributionally it would be acceptable only as a phono

lexical value, assuming that the reading GUB-luK1 can be otherwise

be proven correct (which seems unlikely, cf. A. Archi: SEb 2, p. 3).

As an example of phonotactical values we may refer to a case already

noted by P. Fronzaroli. He rejects (RAI 20, §2; SEb 1, p. 11) the

value lIiI for NI in the preposition NI-na (which he reads i-na),

because the sign NI is never otherwise attested with the value li

in word initial position. Statements of this type will become IOOre

and IOOre difficult to verify against the data in the mep'sure in

which the volmne of published texts increases: nep;at-ive evidence,

i.e. the non-existence of a given graphemic fact, is' difficult to

claim without the type of sorting provided by the Concordance of the

Sign Index. With these tools, on the other hand, the statement by

Fronzaroli can be verified and quantified at a glance,: out of S4S

occurrences (in our corpus) of the sign NI, 210 occurrences are in

word initial positon, and nowhere with a deIOOTIstrable value Ili/.



6. GRAPHEMIC ALTERNANTS

(S/CiN) 142 (OCClJR.1tE!JUJ) 287

13

lA3

iliA

initial

medial

final

( oc CU~€ ,.Jus) 287

147

110

84

i-a (C)

i-ad-da-mu
i-a-da-mu

ma-i-at

(%COItPll~ 1.28

.~5

.49

.37

." {CV
~a- #

d ...
~a-ra-mu

i-ti-ia-ma-lik

en-na-iii.
etc. (87x)

(%.s'~IJ) 100.00

26.97

20.18

67.20

/ya/

.'I-a (C)

.'I-ap-KI

.'I-a-ba
etc. (lOx)

d.. ,,,
~-a-e-su

a-.'I-a-la-du

i;11-ru12-'1-a
i-du-.'I-a

2.31

231

38j

gu,-g i -WA-an

gu·-gi-WA-an

Ci-a (C)

gu-gi-a-an
gu-gi-a-nu

545

545

125

Fig. XII - Graphemic Alternants
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Fig.
XII

Fig.
XIII

A type of GRAPHEMIC PARADHl1 includes sets of GRAPHfNIC ALTERNANfE

for the same phonemic confipuration. An example is presented here

in Fig. OCD, which contains first an excerpt from the frequency CO!!!

putations drawn from our corpus, and then a p-raphic paradif'.I1l of al

ternate praphemic renderings of the same phoneme cluster (lya/),

accordinp to positional classes (word initial, medial or final p~

sition). FrOJTl our corpus it appears that initial /ya/ is not e!

pressed by the sipn NI alone - except that, it turns out, ,this value

is actually found in other texts not yet entered in our data base

(see P. Fronzaroli: SEb 1, p. 72). It also appears that final /ya/

is not expressed by the sip;ns I -A, and that the sip;n vIA can be used

with the value /ya/ which is otherwise rare and later in time. ~

gain, such paradi'?JTIS can be drawn up easily and exhaustively from

the Concordance and the Sip:n Index, thus obtaining with a rapid ~

nual search complete patterns of cooccurrence and distribution.

Just as easily one can obtain another type of paradip,m, the one i!

lustrated here in Fig. XIII, which exhibits various examples of (grap!!.

emic) CONCATENA1DRY RULES. By scannin~ visually, in the Concordarice

(from which the excerpt of Fig. VII is taken), or in the Sif':Il Index,

throur;h entries pe.rtaininr to (CVC)CVC signs, one can rapidly obtain

all instances where two identical consonants follow each other at

sif'}l boundary. The graphemic question may then be asked as to wh~

ther the ...CI-Cl •.• sequence is used t9 express lonr consonant or

not. The examples selected in Fig. XIII exhibit cases where such

sequence is in fact indicative of phonemic lenp,:th, but rather serves

the function of phonoloeical indicator for either SeJTlitic words (1

a-buT'-Y'U. TaT'-kab-bu, PUZUT' 1+ -T'a-) or Sumerian detenninatives (-di_n
x'

giT'-ra-).

2.4.2. Inventory Level.

If we look now at the inventory of the Ebla corpus as a structural

whole, alongside the inventories of other cuncifoTIl corpora, we may

compare the distribution of frequency ranp;es within the various CO!

pora, and obtain thereby an insight into the economy of the grap!

ernic system proper to each corpus. A similar approach has alread)

been described for the corpora other than the Ebla corpus in th(

writer's contribution to the SchaefferVolt.mle (see below, 3. BibZi~



~NS 23
EPNS 24
E~NS 25
EFtNS 26
EPNS 7&
EPNS 77
EPNS 83
EPNS 84
EPNS 85
EPNS 8~
EPNS 87
EPNS 81S
EP~S 8~

SG.00336R I 14
SG.00336R 7 10
SG.01332R I Ii!
SG.01.l32Y I I
SG.01332Y 2 3
SG.0133.lR 2 I
SG.01333Y 2 3
SG.01.l4SR 6 10
SG.01764R S 25
SG .02U 7 SR 4 23
SG.02238R 6 24
5G.02238Y 7 12

5G.00336Y 2 5

7. CONCATENATORY RULES

'U-MA-LII<
~u , IR3-R_-01-MU , IR3-*OINGIR-RA-MA-LIK , 1~3-*OtNGIR-R_-M_-LIK

.)I~GIR~A-M_-LIK , IR3-*0INGIR-RA-~A-LIK , IR3-*nINGlq-RA-~A-LIK

.)INGIR-RA-MA-LIK , IR3-*OINGIR-RA-MA-LIK , IR3-*0INGIR-RA-M_-LIK

.)INGIR-RA-MA-LIK , IR3-*0INGIR-RA-~A-LIK , IRO-KA8-0U-LUM , 1&-_
2-1& , IG-RI-SU , IG-SU-~O , IH-RA-MA-LIK , IH-RA-MA-LIK , IH-SU-, u.- SU-UO , IH-f(A-MA-L! K , I H-RA-aU-L IK , I ~-SU-UP-OA-MU , IK-8
-U3-~A , PUZUR4-RA-IA3 , PUZUR4-RA-~A-LIK , PU1UR4-RA-~1-LIK , PU
IA3 , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , PUZUR4-RA-~A-LIK , PUZUP.4-RA-~A-LIK , ou
_I( , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , PUZUR4-QA-MA-LII< , PUZUR4-QA-MA-LIK , PU
~IK , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , PUZUR4-RA-~A-LIK , PUZUR4-RA-~a-LIK , PU
_u , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , 0UZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , 0U
~I( , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , QA
'-I( , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , QA2-T A2-NA , QA2-TA:!
HU , 1&-LA-IA3 , NAGAR , PUZUR4-RA-~A-LIK , UGULA 5 , ~1-KA-IA3 ,
, ~1-E2-13-LU , AR-&E3 , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , UGULA 5 , 1&2-BA-NI ,

2 MA-NA 50 KU3-GI , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , 13-NA-SUM , *TAR KU3
3 , A-*BI2 20-4 KU3-Gt , PUZUR4-RA-~A-LIK , 13-NA-SU~ , 13 ~A-NA

-~A .TAR e KU3-GI , AL , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK
12 , 20-4 KU3-GI 21 10 , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK , t3-NA-SUM , 3 MA-NA 8

4 .'A-.PI KU3-GI , AL , PUZUR4-RA-MA-LIK
.~12 *TUG2 , .PA-*KAS-*OU , *AH-RA-MA-LIK , F,2 MA-NA1 , I *TUG2 *
I~-.AMA-RA , 2 UOU , *OINGIR-KU-RA , MA-LIK-TUM , NICBAO , IN UO
N , NID8AO , 5 UOU , *OINGIR-K~-RA , MA-LIK-TUM , NIOBAO , IN , M
I ~-.AM A-RA , JUDU , *01 NG IR-KU-RA , MA-L IK-~UflA , N 10AAO , IN , *
UOU , DAM' ZU-HU-A-NU , PUZUR4-RA-~A-LIK , &U-OU8 , IN UO , *OIN

RA-A-GU2
A , IRJ-NA-*OINGIR-*IM , PUZUR4-RA-A-GU2 , *UR-*PI , E2-0A-&A , *

328

328 51'9

575

106

eUR-RUO-13 349 099 231
EPNS 32 BE , 13-A-*BE , IJ-A-*8e , 13-A-BUR-RUO , 13-A-OU , 13-A-OU-UO ,

- .. - - - -

KA8-BU3-IN 088 019 148
5G.02238RIO 4 A-SA-AP , • A3-TA2-N I-*KI , TAR2-KAe-BU3 , IN UD , *OINGIR-*AMA-RA

KA8-BU3-2 088 019 570
5G.02238R 9 25 D13-r<.l3 , 4 UOU , E2-NUN , TAR2-KAB-BUJ , 2 UOU , *OINGIR-RA-SA-A

KAB-8U3-NICBAO 088 019 999
5G.02238RIO 10 I R-UHARA , ZU-R A- :'I1U- *K I , TAR2-KAB-BU3 , NloeAO , t UOIJ " *0 I NG I
5G. 02238RI 0 15 , *)1 NGIR-UTU , *EN-*LI , TAR2-KAe-BU3 , NloeAO , MI-I\IA-*IU , &U

Fig. XIII - Concatenatory Rules
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Fig.
XIV

graphical Note). The comparative corpora are listed in Fig. 000.

They are heteroReneous vis-a-vis the Ebla corpus, but homogeneous

in themselves: they are letters from different areas (Babylonia pr£

per, the North and the West) and different periods (Old Babylonian

and the Arnarna Age); they are also meven in size (see the total

number of sipn ~ccurrences listed for each corpus in Fig. 000). All

of this means that there is sufficient "dispersion'! to give p;reater

validity to the results, especially the (SOI!lewhat surprising) degree

of tmifonnity amonp: the various graphemic inventories.

The first set of figures pertains to the overall FREcpENCY DISTRIBU

TION am:mg corpora. Here the total sign inventory of the six cor

pora is Givided into three categories, which I call the categories

of Frequent, Corraron and Rare si,PIls. The numeric parameters used to

define these categories have been set in such a way that frequent

signs are defined as the ones whose occurrences cover more than 1%

of the corpus; common signs are the ones whose occurrences cover

between .1% and 1% of the corpus; and rare signs are the ones whose

occurrences cover less than .1% of the corpus. It is apparent from

the bar histograms in Fir:. ()(X) that the distribution of frequency

ranges rerrains even in all corpora (even though the act~l signs

corresponding to those ranges vary considerably from corpus to cor

pus, as we shall see presently). This may imply that a somewhat

unifonn principle of economy is at work in I al1, corpora here envi

saged - a principle whereby it appears that the thresholds from rarer

to more frequent signs remain somewhat constant regardless of either

the inventory or the corpus; in terms of the parameters chosen here,

about half of the sifllS used are rare in every corpus considered,

and about 10% are frequent.

Fig. The INVRWORY OVERLAY tabulated in Fig. XV answers a different

XV question. Given the fact that the various corpora exhibit, each

taken by itself, a certain parallelism in their intrinsic graphemic

economy, to what extent do they overlap in tenns of the actual signs

employed? Interestingly, the coincidence factor is greater than

might be expected. To this end, I have compared seven corpora, ad4

ing Old Akkadian to the six corpora already described~ because of

its proximity to the Ebla corpus. Since in this particular tabul~
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8. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS:

MAJOR PERCENTILE CATEGORIE~ WITH COMPARATIVE DATA

26: total number of signs in given percentile category
9%: percentage of signs in given percentile category

FREQUENT SIGNS

(1%-6.85% of corpus)

COMMON SIGNS

(.1%-1% of corpus)

RARE SIGNS

(less than .1% of corpus)

Ebla: I11III current corpus (total signs: 22,321 I total inventory: 283)

Old Babylonian:~ royal letters from Babylon (30,711 I 234)

~ ABB 1-5 excluding royal letters (96,612 I 275)

r::::J Mari letters (153,308 I 230)

Western Akkadian:~ Akkadian letters from Amarna (57,502 I 221)

~ Akkadian lettes from Ugarit (12,952 I 214)

Fig. XIV - Frequency Distribution
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9. INVENTORY OVERLAY AND COINCIDENCE FACTOR

CORPORA: 1 - Ebla
2 - Old Akkadian
3 - Babylon, royal letters
4 - ABB 1-5
5 - Mari letters
6 - Amarna, Akkadian letters
7 - Ugarit, Akkadian letters
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SHARING
SAME SIGNS 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Fig. XV - Invent~ry Overlay and Coincidence Factor
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tion I have considered the various inventories as individual wholes

and have not taken frequency ranges into account, Old Akkadian could

be included on the basis of the data found in MAD 3. The total COJ!l

bined inventory of all seven corpora is 355 sipns; 30 of these are

TIlD"lber fipures, found mostly in the Ebla corpus. Out of this grand

total, 136 sipns are shared by all seven corpora, and 45 by six co!.

para; this means that about half of the sif'.l1s are fOlmd in all or

most of the corpora. If we consider the ones that are shared by a

smaller group of corpora, we can find no evidence of particular

clusterinp;s; note especially that there is nothing special to bracket

corpora which are in fact closer among themselves, i.e. Ebla and Old

Akkadian, the Old Babylonian corpora and the Syrian Akkadian corpora.

It is therefore at a more differentiated level that we have to search

for the evidence of contrastive factors aJ"'long the corpora. We my

do so by reintroducing a consideration of frequency ranges, appLhied'

this time to individual signs. The picture which emerges is given

graphically in Fig. XVI, which tabulates the GRAPHEMIC PROFILE of

the 25 most common sip,ns in the six corpora. Besides the connnents

made already by the writer in the article for the Schaeffer Volume,

we will note here, with rep:ard to the new data concerning Ebla, how

the latter is generally more at variance with the remaining five co!.

para than any of these corpora: the Ebla percentiles are generally

at one extreJ'le or the other of the bars in the illustration and often

at a p,reat distance from the rem,tining corpora. Admittedly, the

p;raphemic values are mixed, since the graphemic profile produced

here refers to sims, rather than values, but the results are certai!!.

ly indicative of the possibilities of the method. Its discrimin~

tory power is such that it can be expected it may serve, when appl.!.

ed on a narrower scale and with automatic searching procedures, to

identify GRAPI-IEHIC CORPORA, i.e. corpora which share common and d.!.

stinctive graphemac peculiarities, as different from corpo~a which

are so identified on the basis of linguistic, prosopographic, ar

chaeological or other criteria.

3. BibliographicaZ Note.

The more important recent publications on clIDeifonn graphemics in

Fig.
XVI
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Fig. XVI - Graphemic Profile (25 Most Common Signs)
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